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Description of the Telecontrol system   

The Telecontrol system is a whole of devices aimed to detect the intervention of the protection DISTOP or 

INTERDISTOP installed on the SIET transformers for cold cathode lamps; it allows to signal the anomaly at 

distance through SMS messages on regular  GSM net. The system work exclusively with SIET products. The 

use with other devices is absolutely forbidden; we decline any responsibility for the damages caused by  

improper use. 

The system diagram is visible on Fig. 1. All references, names and abbreviations included in this handbook 

have to be refered to the following diagram. 

 

Fig. 1 

Protection devices outputs installed on transformers, which signal protection intervention, are connected to a 

contacts interface having the aim of galvanically separate the transformers and the transformers from the 

telecontrol console. 

Each contacts interface (further on named simply interface ) manages maximum 4 transformers. 

The console has 4 separated inputs, named channels, which allow to manage 4 interfaces groups. 

Each channel, for instance, can control transformers of various signs. In this way once the protections 

intervention is signaled it is possible to locate the sign causing the alarm. 
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Once the console has detected the intervention of a protection in any one of the channels, it transmits a SMS 

message  to a memorized number. This number is common to the 4 channels. Then it transmits another 

SMS - if registered -  to another phone number, which depends on the channel generating the alarm. 

It is therefore possible to have: 

1) A common message for the 4 channels 

2) Messages associated with each single channel 

The phone numbers to which the system send the SMS messages can be separately posted for the common 

message and for the individual messages 

Messages maximum lenght is counted in 20 caracters. 

Phone numbers maximum lenght is counted in 20 numerals. 

The contacts interfaces outputs can be put in parralel, without quantity limitation, so that an indefinite 

number of transformers can be managed.  

Console - Telecontrol 

The console is composed by a digital card managing the SMS signaling system and by a GSM phone having 

modem function. It is neccessary to have a SIM card qualified for SMS transmission in order to make the 

console work. 

WARNING: the console, to work, has to have a SIM card qualified for SMS messages transvission. 

We suggest the use of a SIM card with subscription, because pre-paid cards have 11 months of 

validity and at the expiration of that period they have to be recharged . 

Before proceeding with the first installation get the PIN code of the SIM card and the number of the 

service center.  

Start up occurs through the insertion of the feeding cable into a current plug. 

The characteristics of the console are: 

 

Supply voltage: 220 - 240 V AC  50 / 60 Hz 

 

Connection to the electric net through a triplug (2p +T) 

 

Working temperature: 5°C ÷ 45°C (working range of the modem GSM) 

 

Weight kg. 2 

 

Container with protection degree IP56 

 

Dimensions 260x300x140 mm L x W x H 

 

Managing and programing through liquid crystals display and three keys. 

The console is controlled through 3 keys (UP  DOWN  ENTER) and a vide liquid crystals display as shown 

in fig. 2. 

WARNING: The keys have an answering time of 0.7 seconds. 
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Fig 2. 

CONSOLE INSTALLATION 

The console has to be installed in an aired location and it has to be protected from the sun and from possible 

water sprinkling and drops. 

Minimum distance from lateral walls has to be at least 5cm. 

 

Fig. 3 

To fix the console on the wall use the 4 fixing brackets supplied with the standard equipment. To fix the 

brackets on the console please make reference  to fig. 3. 

The wall bosses to fix the brackets must support at least 5 kg weight each. The wheel-base among the holes 

of the bosses is 25,4 cm.  
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EXTERNAL ANTENNA CONNECTION 

To connect the external antenna, please proceed as follows: 

 
Be sure that the console is off 

 
Connect the connector coming from the external antenna by screwing it clockwise while putting a 

light pression on it. In case of difficulties in connection absolutely do not force the connector, verify 

instead its correct position. 

 

While placing the antenna verify the presence of a good signal of the GSM operator. 

CONTACTS INTERFACE CONNECTION TO THE CONSOLE 

To connect a contacts interface to the console, please proceed as follows: 

 

Disconnect the console from the electric net 

 

Unscrew the four screws placed on the front part, see fig. 6 

 

Take away the front part and lean it at its side; be careful not to release the connection cables to the 

LCD and to the keys. 

 

Insert the protections signalization output cable in the free presscable on the right. For the remaining 

cables use the presscables supplied with the standard equipment and pierce the console where shown. 

 

Connect the cables to J2 terminals placed on the telecontrol card. Pay attention to respect the poles 

during connection of the contacts interface . The terminal signed with C+ on the console has to be 

connected to the terminal C+ on the interface. The terminal signed with C- on the console has to be 

connected to the terminal C- on the interface. The console runs 4 canals. To each canals you can 

connect more interfaces (connected in parallel). See fig. 7 for the connection of 2 interfaces to a 

telecontrol. 

 

Regulate cable length inside the box so that it does not touch any component. 

 

Hold tightly the presscable eventually with the aid of two pincers. 

 

Close again the console with the front part and be careful not to pinch any cable. Be sure that the closing  

gasket remains in the right position, otherwise container protection degree will be lost. 

SIM CARD INSERTION INTO THE PHONE-MODEM GSM 

To insert a SIM card into the modem GSM, proceed as follows: 

 

Disconnect the console from the electric net 

 

Unscrew the four screws placed on the front part, see fig. 6   
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If the SIM card has been delivered on a support for those devices using it full-size, carefully detach the 

SIM from the support so that it will have the plug-in dimensions. 

 

Fig. 4 

 

Find out the SIM location and lightly press on the release pin of the SIM holder using a finger or a pencil. 

See fig. 5. 

 

Insert the SIM card on the specific SIM holder, verify that the cutted corner is placed in the right way. 

 

Insert the SIM holder in the modem by pressing it to the end. 

 

Close again the console with the front part and be careful not to pinch any cable. 

 

Fig. 5 
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Fig. 6  

CONTACTS INTERFACE INSTALLATION  

A contacts interface allows to connect 4 transformers to a channel of the console. 

As interface position chose a place, which is equidistant from the transformers and the nearest possible to 

the console. In case of several signs we suggest to use interfaces connected with several signs. 

WARNING: the cable connecting the contacts interface to the console has to be separated from the 

supplying cables and from the high-tension cables. 

Before proceeding with the installation, be sure that the consolo is off. 

The installation consists of following steps: 

 

Take away the cover of the interface. 

 

Fix the interface to a wall using 2 or 4 screwsplaced on box bottom. 

 

Cut the presscable rubber top near the terminal M1 and pass through it with the cable connecting to the 

console. The hole must have the same diameter as the cable in order to avoid water sprinkles get inside. 

 

Be sure to respect polarity during connection of the console to the contacts interface. The terminal 

signed with C+ on the console has to be connected to the terminal C+ on the interface. The terminal 

signed with C- on the console has to be connected to the terminal C- on the interface. The console 

runs 4 canals. To each canals you can connect more interfaces (connected in parallel). See fig. 7 
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Cut the remaining presscables rubber tops and pass through them with the cables coming from the 

DISTOP. The holes must have the same diameter as the cable in order to avoid water sprinkles get 

inside 

 
Connect transformers cables to the terminal J1 using a short-cut screw-driver (3 5mm). 

WARNING: be sure to respect polarity: terminals + and - of the DISTOP protection have to be  

connected with the corresponding +IN and -IN of the contacts interface. Connect the DISTOP of the 

first transformer to the terminals +IN1 and -IN1 , the second DISTOP to the terminals +IN2 and -

IN2 etc... Every interface allows the connection of max 4 transformers. All the terminals +IN and -

IN have to be connected to a unique DISTOP. Check the fig. 7. 

 

Close the box with the cover. 

 

Fig. 7  Connection of interface  telecontrol card 

USAGE OF THE CONSOLE MENU 

At the lighting, after having tested the Modem GSM, the console has following menu: 

KEYS UNLOCKED 

SET MSG 

SET TEL. NUM. 

PIN CODE 

SERV. CENTER 
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S-METER 

CHANGE SEC. KEY 

EN/DIS SMS 

SMS DIAGNOSTIC 

SET CLOCK 

USAGE OF THE KEYS UP 

 

DOWN 

 

 ENTER   

Using the keys UP and DOWN it is possible to scrowl menu and select a voice. Selected voice is preceded 

by an arrow  

 

. By pressing the key ENTER the function related to the selected voice is activated. The 

key UP is also used to move toward left, while DOWN is needed to move toward right. 

WARNING: The keys have an answering time of 0.7 seconds. 

HOW TO BLOCK / RELEASE THE KEYBOARD 

To block the keyboard go to the menu voice KEYS UNLOCKED and press the key ENTER. When the 

question KEYS BLOCK? Appears, press again the key ENTER to block the keyboard. Press DOWN or UP 

to go back to the main menu without blocking the keyboard. 

When the keyboard is blocked, the writing KEYS LOCKED appears on the display and it is not possible to 

change any parameter of the console.. 

To release the keyboard go to the menu voice KEYS LOCKED and press the key ENTER. Once the request  

ENTER KEY appears, press the keyboard release sequence.  

A sequence of keyboard block / release is composed by the pression in sequence of 5 keys; exemple 

ENTER, UP, UP , DOWN, DOWN. 

WARNING: Memorize the sequece of Keyboard block/release, because if you forget the sequence, to 

release the keyboard you have to reset the whole central. The reset can be done pushing on the same 

moment the key ENTER, UP and DOWN after having switch on the central and will cancel all the information 

memorized inside of the console. 

SMS MESSAGES INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of the SMS messages take place through the menu voice SET MSG.  

Once you are positioned on the voice SET MSG press ENTER then use keys UP and DOWN to chose which 

message to insert or modify and press ENTER  to change it. 

To modify a text use the keys UP and  DOWN to move toward left and right. The movement is circular , 

which means that when you are at the end of the text and you press DOWN you get into OK and then, by 

pressing DOWN again, you go back at text beginning. Use the key ENTER to change the letter under the 

cursor: keep it pressed until the desired letter appears. By pressing simultaneously ENTER and UP letters 
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are scrolled backwards. To complete the introduction place yourself on OK placed on the up right part and 

press ENTER. 

Il messaggio MSG è comune ai quattro canali e viene inviato quando uno di essi segnala l intervento di una 

protezione. 

The message MSG 1 (or 2, 3, 4) will be transmitted only when channel 1 (or 2, 3, 4) signals the intervention 

of the protection.  

The message MSG DIAG will be automatically transmitted with a frequency fixed through the menu SMS 

DIAGNOSTIC. 

PHONE NUMBERS INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of the phone numbers to which the messages SMS will be transmitted (messages 

registered following previous paragraph) will occur through the menu voice SET TEL. NUM.  

Once you are positioned on the voice SET TEL. NUM press ENTER then use the keys UP and DOWN to 

chose which number insert or modify and press ENTER to change it. 

To modify a phone number use the keys UP and  DOWN to move toward left and right. The movement is 

circular , which means that when you are at the end of the text and you press DOWN you get into OK and 

then, by pressing DOWN again, you go back at text beginning. Use the key ENTER to change the numeral 

under the cursor: keep it pressed until the desired numeral appears. By pressing simultaneously ENTER and 

UP numerals are scrolled backwards. To complete the introduction place yourself on OK placed on the up 

right part and press ENTER. 

The phone number TEL is the one to which the message MSG (see previous paragraph) will be sent. 

The phone number TEL 1 (or 2,3,4)  is the number related to the message MSG 1 (or 2,3,4).  

The phone number TEL DIAG is the one related to the message MSG DIAG described on previous 

paragraph. 

PIN CODE INTRODUCTION 

To introduce the pin code of the SIM card, position yourself on the voice PIN CODE and press ENTER 

Change the pin number by using the keys ENTER, UP and DOWN. To conclude the introduction position 

yourself on OK  and press ENTER. 

SERVICE CENTER NUMBER INTRODUCTION 

To introduce the phone number of  the service center of the mobile phone service provider, place yourself on 

the voice CENTER and press ENTER. 

Set the number by using the keys ENTER, UP and DOWN. To complete the introduction position yourself on  

OK  and press ENTER. 
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VISUALIZATION OF THE GSM MODEM SIGNAL INTENSITY 

To visualize the GSM modem signal intensity position yourself on the voice S-METER and press ENTER. On 

the display the text SIGNAL LEVEL: xx, is shown;  xx correspond to the signal intensity. 

From 0 to 9 the signal is scarce/unsufficient 

From 10 to 15 the signal is good. 

From 16 to 31 the signal is perfect 

HOW TO CHANGE THE SEQUENCE BLOCK/RELEASE KEYBOARD 

To change the sequence of block/release keyboard, position yourself on the voice CHANGE SEC. KEY and 

press ENTER.  

Insert the old sequence, then the new sequence and again the new one to confirm. To do it follow the 

instruction given by the LCD display. 

A block/release sequence is composed by sequencially pressing 5 keys, for instance ENTER, UP, DOWN, 

DOWN, UP,. 

HOW TO ABLE/DISABLE MESSAGES RELATED WITH A CHANNEL 

To able/disable the messages related with the single channels, position yourself on the voice EN/DIS SMS 

and press ENTER. 

Position yourself on the message number to able/disable by using the keys UP and DOWN. Press ENTER to 

able/disable the message.  

Position yourself on OK and press ENTER to go back to the main menu. 

HOW TO SET THE FREQUENCY OF DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES  

This fuction has been introduced in order to check that the system works correctly. Breakdowns non-

signalisation could actually happen both when no anomalies are present and when the GSM network is out 

of order or the SIM card is exhausted. By requiring the regular transmission of a diagnostic message you can 

check the good working of the system of Telecontrol. 

The number to set establish the frequency (measured in days) with which the consolo will send a diagnostic 

message to signaling the correct working of the Telecontrol system. 

To set the sending frequency of the messages, position yourself on SMS DIAGNOSTIC and press ENTER. 

The writing SMS DIAG. EVERY xxx, will appear; xxx is a number between 0 and 255. Press UP and DOWN 

to change the period between the diagnostic messages.  
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The numeral 0 will disable diagnostic messages transmission. The minimum transmission frequency is 1 

day, the maximum one is 255 days. 

Press ENTER to go back to the main menu. 

HOW TO SET THE CONSOLE INTERNAL CLOCK 

To set the console internal clock, position yourself on SET CLOCK and press ENTER. 

Position yourself on the number to change by using the keys UP and DOWN. To change the value press the 

key ENTER.  

Position yourself on OK and press ENTER to go back to the main menu. 

HOW TO PROGRAM THE CONSOLE THROUGH THE SMS MESSAGES 

The console can be programmed 

 

with restriction to some main functions 

 

through the transmission of 

commands to the console itself using normal SMS messages. 

The commands and the corresponding descriptions, which can be transmitted through SMS are the 

following: 

Command SMS 

The command SMS set the text transmitted in case of intervention of a protection. For instance the 

command: 

SMS Allarme insegna 1 

Set the message on  Allarme insegna 1 .   

Command NUM 

The command NUM set the phone number to which the message set with SMS will be transmitted. For 

instance the command: 

NUM +39335123456 

set +3933512345 as the phone number to which the SMS will be sent.   

Command DAYS 

The command DAYS set the transmission frequency of the diagnostic messages. For instance: 

DAYS 7 

set 7 days as diagnostic period, which means that each 7 days the message set with the menu voice SET 

MSG/MSG DIAG or with the command ALM will be transmitted. 
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Command ALM 

The command ALM set the text of the message which will be transmitted as diagnostic. For instance: 

ALM Sistema OK 

Set the text Sistema OK as text of the diagnostic message.  

Command T 

The command T followed by a number included between 1 and 4 is used to set the message corresponding 

to a channel. For instance: 

T3 Insegna 3 spenta 

set Insegna 3 spenta as the text of the message related with the channel 3.  

The command T set the message that will be sent in case of intervention of a protection conneted to a 

particular canal. The command SMS set the message that will be sent when there is a intervention of any 

canal.  

Command N 

The command N followed by a number between 1 and 4 is used to set the phone number to which the SMS 

message - related to the channel specified by the number itself - will be transmitted. For instance: 

N3 +39335123456 

set +39335123456 as the phone number to which the message associated to the channel 3 will be 

transmitted.  

The command T5 set the phone number for the diagnostic message.  

Command C  

The command C is used to set the phone number of the service center of the mobile phone service provider 

of the SIM card. For instance: 

C +393492000200 

Set +393492000200 as the phone number of the service center of Omintel Vodafone Italia.  This number has 

to be asked to the mobile phone service provider before installation.   

WARNING: between the command and the following text there must always be a space.  

The message:  

SMSAllarme insegna 1   

 

IS NOT CORRECT! 
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SMS Allarme insegna 1   

 
IS CORRECT! 

TO START: CONSOLE FIRST INSTALLATION 

For the console first installation follow following procedure: 

 
Be sure that console is not connected to the electric network. 

 

Open the console and insert the SIM card following the procedure described on the former paragraphs. 

 

Connect the needed contacts interface cards to the console by following the procedure described on the 

previous paragraph, and then close it. 

 

Connect the supply plug to the electric network. 

 

At the first switch on the console will signal that the PIN code memorized is uncorrect, therefore the 

correct code has to be inserted through the menu voice PIN CODE. 

 

Switch off main supply, wait 5 seconds, then switch on main supply again: after modem testing the 

writing MODEM GSM OK will appear on the display. The console is now ready to be programmed . 

 

Set the phone number of the service center by sending a message to the modem GSM with the text C 

numero_telefono or through the menu voice SERV. CENTER. 

 

Set the text of the message to transmit in case of intervention of the protections by sending a SMS to the 

GSM modem with the text SMS testo_messaggio or through the menu voice SET MSG 

 

Set the phone number to which the message will be sent by transmitting a SMS to the GSM modem with 

the text NUM testo_messaggio or through the menu voice SET TEL. NUM. 

 

Verify through the menu voice S-METER that the signal intensity is greater than 10, so that the 

transmission of SMS messages is guaranteed  

Now when a channel signal the intervention of a protection, the console transmits a message registered 

through the command SMS to the phone number chosen through the command NUM.  

To receive each n days a diagnostic message signaling the console correct working, transmit following SMS 

to the console: 

 

DAYS followed by how many days we want to pass between a diagnostic message and the  following 

one. For instance DAYS 7  to receive the messages each 7 days. 

 

ALM followed by the diagnostic message text. 

 

T5 followed by the phone number to which the diagnostic message will be transmitted. 

All the above described set ups can also be made through the menu voices SMS DIAGNOSTIC, SET MSG e 

SET TEL. NUM.   
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SAFETY INFORMATION CONCERNING THE GSM MODEM 

Do carefully read the instructions and norms here stated. The breach of those norms could not only be illegal 

but also create dangerous situations. 

For each one of the described situations it is necessary to make reference to related norms and dispositions. 

GSM modem is a two-way radio (it receives and transmits) with low power. When switched on it transmits 

and receives energy in radiofrequency (RF). 

The modem produces magnetic fields, therefore do not install it near magnetic devices like floppy disks, 

tapes and so on. 

GSM modem working near electric and electrical devices like radio, phones, televisions and computers, may 

cause interferences. 

GSM modem, as it is for any cordless device, is subjected to interferences, which can influence its 

performance. 

USAGE NEAR MEDICAL APPLIANCES 

Near medical appliances do switch off the GSM modem. In particular interferences could occur with cardiac 

stimulators and acoustic prosthesis. 

Moreover as the GSM modem is not a mobile phone, usage in contact with the human body has not been  

forseen. 

The maximum care is needed when using the GSM modem in hospitals and medical centers, because there 

might be in use some devices sensitive to external radiofrequency signals. 

In the medial centers, when explicitly required, the modem must be kept at the due distance. 

USAGE NEAR EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL 

Do not use the GSM Modem in fuel depots, chemical plants or in those areas caracterized by the presence 

of explosive gas or where operations using explosive gas are in progress. 

It will be anyway necessary to respect the limitations and follow any norm or disposition forseen in the area.  

USAGE 

Do not use GSM Modem in contact with the human body, do not touch the antenna if not extremely 

necessary. Do not get near the GSM Modem if you hold cardiac stimulator or acoustic prosthesis.  


